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ใช้มือถือ 93.39 ล้านเครื่อง
ใช้อินเตอร์เน็ต 9 หุ่น./day
ของประชากรใช้ Mobile Broadband 108%
ของประชากรมี Mobile Cellular Subscription 187%
ของประชากรใช้ Mobile E-commerce 69%
Thailand 2019/2020
COVID-19 Social Media STATISTICS  Apr. 2020

Social Media Usage  47%
Watching shows or streaming services  57%
Using Messaging Services  46%
Creating and Uploading Video  15%

Global April 2020

Source: Hootsuite 2020
What’s in the future of 5G

Ultra High Speed Wireless Communication
Enhanced Mobile Broadband)

Mission-Critical Services
High Reliability and Low Latency
Health | Autonomous car | Remote Robot

Massive Machine-to-Machine Communications
Connected IoT with Lower Cost
Smart City | Smart Home | Wearable
ด้านสาธารณสุข
ด้านแรงงาน
ด้านท่องเที่ยว
ด้านการเกษตร
ด้านการเงินการธนาคาร

BIG DATA
Collaboration

AI Solution for Covid detection
MDES + Huawei + Siriraj Hospital

Airport Application
MDES + AOT
Collaboration with THAI Startups
Collaboration with THAI operators

10GB of free internet
Free Fixed Broadband for 3 months
100 free minutes of cross-network voice calls

Registrants for voice calls

9,301,459

As of 5 May

Pre-paid system: 73%
Post-paid system: 27%

6,755,349 Registrants
2,546,110 Registrants
Opportunities

In collaboration with partners

Work from home
Learn from home
100% of Government Organizations

Applied WFH policy

Limit 50% of office capacity

Designated different office hours

Work in office based on necessity

Use/create software for clock-in and clock-out

Track daily and weekly progress

Use technological systems to facilitate workflow and communication

Source: Report on cabinet meeting 12 May 2020
Opportunities

Online Government Services
Create Opportunities for THAI people
Royal decree on Teleconference
From lessons learned to preventive measures and practices
THANK YOU &

STAY HEALTHY